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In the Present-day exploitative system Judiciary too
Acts Rashly with Workers Denying them Justice

We are taught that our judicial system is impartial and that it would render equal justice to one and all
irrespective of their status, caste, creed or gender etc. However in practice of all these 69 years of in our
‘independent’ India, judiciary system too is proving itself that its has a class-nature with a class bias bent
upon in the protection of the interests of exploiting ruling classes and that it cares little about the workers
and toiling people and their basic rights. It gives more importance to the so-called maintenance of law and
order even at the cost of the lives of the innocent and the ignorant.

The judiciary goes all the way to be kind lenient, human and liberal with the rich and influential who
sided the ruling classes as has been evident in the criminal cases of Salman Khan and Sanjaydatt the highly
rich and influential Bollywood actors, in the case of the Italian mariners who have deliberately killed the
Indian fishermen in Indian waters, in the case Vijaya Mallya who has been a willful defaulter not repaying
his basic debts and blatantly imposing conditions even on the Supreme Court the highest court in India for
his appearance before the courts, is the case of Ravishankar who publicly defied the orders of a constitutionally
formed tribunal and in many more cases.

Pricol India LTD is a multi- national company that manufactures speedometers, fuel guage meters,
disk breaks, speedocables and other accesso-       ries for automobile industry and supplies them to all the
famed auto companies in India besides exporting its products to factories Italy, Germany, USA and Japan.
It also supplies parts for tanks for Indian army.

It has factories at Gurgaon, Pantnagar in Uttarakhand, Pune and Coimbatore. It has its factories in
Indonesia and Brazil also. By imposing worst and terrible working conditions on its workers, with fascist
type of management practices it inhumanly exploits the labour power of the workers and extracts super-
profits. These inhuman working-conditions in the factories often led to disputes and inevitable resistance
from the workers. In such an incident of workers’ resistance to the brutal labour practices of the manage-
ment in Sept 2009, in the melee of the workers’ agitation, an HR executive of the company was caught,
injured and subsequently died on the next day while was under treatment.

The management implicated many workers in a false case of murder of the said HR executive. The
sessions court of Coimbatore on Dec 3, 2015,has convicted 8 workers to double sentence with all its force,
as if only with such rash sentences, the industrial peace can be maintained. It is clear that irrespective of the
real causes and circumstances that have goaded and forced the workmen against Pricol managements’
brutal behaviour with workers, the worst working conditions imposed, the unfair labour practices being
practiced on workers violating all the labour laws (constitutionally approved)-the judiciary has mechanically
viewed the case as a mere case of law and order, and has pronounced such a rash sentence purely with a
legalistic attitude having no consideration for social realities involved in the falsely foisted case against the
workers. This is the out come of the real and true class nature of our judiciary and judicial system is a part
and parcel of the ruling class run state machinery.

This incident of sentence imposed on PRCOL workers, once again confirms that even the judiciary
and judicial system in this system are part and parcel of the class rule of exploiting ruling classes and that
very class nature makes them to be rash and deny justice to the workers and working class.

The  Pricol  incident  of convicting workers teaches the workers and working class of India, that one
need not have any illusions about the so-called class impartiality and independence of our justice and
judicial system!
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